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. . .

The small handicap of his writing in English notwithstanding, John
Ashbery is one of the great French poets of our time. The heir of

Lautréamont, Rimbaud and Mallarmé, he has reinvigorated that least English
of forms, the prose poem; emulated Baudelaire and Reverdy’s passion for poems
about painting; been a New York School poet while living in Paris and a Parisian
poet when back in the US; blithely bypassed the empirical worldview of the
Anglosphere; staked his post-surrealist claim instead to what his mentor
Raymond Roussel would call the Republic of Dreams; and generally lived by
Rimbaud’s injunction that Il faut être absolument moderne. 

If, as Bunting said, assembling a Collected Poems is screwing together the
boards of your coffin, what kind of realm have you entered when it’s already a
dozen years since you became the first living poet published by the Library of
America? One of such sublime post-canonical ease that you can produce eight
hundred pages of work you’ve done on the side, but that is still more impressive
than most writers’ oeuvres proper. Such are these two volumes of Ashbery’s
collected translations, in poetry and prose. Wallace Stevens thought that
“French and English constitute a single language”, but Ashbery, talking to Harry
Mathews, expressed doubts about the two tongues’ relationship. Stravinsky
wrote his “sonata” for violin and piano, he declares, because he considered the
two instruments incompatible and wanted to see if he could fix this problem;
Ashbery feels the same thing when he brings English and French together. 

“You take the form of a wave to make people think it’s all the same to you”,
Ashbery’s Jules Supervielle says in ‘To Lautréamont’. Translation is not an
overcoat a foreign text puts on against a change in the linguistic weather, but
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something altogether stranger and more fluid; compare Pound’s distinction
between “fluid” and “solid” form, and insistence that “some poems may have
form as a tree has form, some as water poured into a vase”. Like any free-flowing
liquid, Ashbery’s translations insinuate themselves into unexpected places. For
some poets, dabbling in French translation means a lap of honour through the
Panthéon, but Ashbery’s subjects are much more unpredictable and in many
cases as yet unheralded in English (Robert Ganzo, Armen Lubin, Maurice
Blanchard, René Daumal and Marcelin Pleynet).  

According to Walter Benjamin, the one category of text that cannot be
translated is a translation. Ashbery adds a defiant twist to this in a series of
versions of Mallarmé commentaries (thèmes) on English nursery rhymes,
placing English and French text on a footing of equality – equally original or
equally translated as the reader prefers, but not proceeding from any primary-
secondary relationship. The results are sinuous little replicas of the author’s
prose poems, or rather both authors’ prose poems, in a symbiotic pattern
repeated in the selections that follow from Ashbery’s 2011 version of
Rimbaud’s Illuminations. Of any other author, ‘fluffy’ could only be an insult,
but where the French Ashbery is concerned the term acquires a joco-serious
edge: the set of prose poems that follow, from Max Jacob’s Le Cornet à Dés/The
Dice-Cup, are steel candyfloss, twisting their conceits into place like tiny wire
sculptures. Paul Valéry said he couldn’t read novels because they all began with
“La marquise sortit à cinq heures” (The marquise went out at five o’clock) or
words to that effect, but if more novels began “On the Quay of Flames, the
limping man drew my attention to the counterdeed, written in Chinese and in
tiny letters”, he might have rallied unexpected reserves of attention.

All writing aspires to the condition of translation. When George Moore
suggested to the Gaelic League at the turn of the twentieth century that it
publish a work of modern fiction in Irish translation, he wrote the stories of The
Untilled Field, they were translated and then – the plan was – his originals would
be destroyed. This last stage didn’t happen, though the stories were re-
translated into English from the Irish, prompting Moore to describe the results
as “much improved after their bath”. The discovery that not just the translated
text but the original, too, exists in a state of self-estrangement is pure Ashbery,
the “tapestry done in the form of a Möbius strip” that Helen Vendler has found
in his work. A similar example occurs in Pierre Martory’s ‘Blues’, whose French
text is already a transposition of American speech patterns, but whose
translation Ashbery does not garnish with imported American references,
letting it come to rest instead on its adoptive terrain. In further elegant
testimony to his rejection of myths of origin, there is even a section here of
translations whose originals have been lost, including Pascalle Monnier’s ‘Luck
is now sent to you...’, which ends: 
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kiss the one you love
send 20 copies
please
see what happens
don’t keep this letter
it must leave your hands

Dissemination is all. The second, prose panel of this two-volume diptych
returns to some of Ashbery’s touchstone authors (Roussel, Reverdy), turning up
its share of curios such as Giorgio de Chirico’s Hebdomeros and Artaud’s
agonised correspondence with the Jacques Rivière of the Nouvelle Revue
Française (how many people write to The Poetry Review, I wonder, with news
of the “cosmic breath of a soul shaken to its foundation”), and taking sideways
looks at other art-forms in pieces by Henri Michaux and Iannis Xenakis. The
Roussel section contains a letter quoting a couplet by Charles Cros that seems
to have fuelled Roussel’s extraordinary system of homonymic puns: “Dans ces
meubles laqués, rideaux et dais moroses / Danse, aime, bleu laquais, rit [recte ris]
d’oser des mots roses”. This is translated as “Amid this lacquered furniture, these
gloomy curtains and canopies, / Dance, make love, blue lackey, laugh to venture
blushing words”: a truly phonetic translation in the style of Zukofsky’s Catullus
eluding Ashbery’s ingenuity, for once. 

The first book Roussel published was a long poem, La doublure, meaning
‘the lining’ and, like Roussel, Ashbery is preternaturally sensitive to the secret
alterities lurking within words. I’ve already used an aqueous metaphor for the
act of translation, and the first poem in Collected French Translations, from
Jean-Baptiste Chassignet, also begins with a meditation on water. Despite
Heraclitus’s warning, many poets feel able to step not twice but endlessly into
his maxim on the unrepeatability of rivers. Seated “on the edge of a wavy river”,
our sonneteer warns, “you’ll see nothing of the first wave”. Ashbery’s
translations do not trade on nostalgic returns to the source; rather, they open
a poetic channel in which first and more recent waves mingle as one. In any
case, no nostalgia is required to experience the effect of these translations as
peerlessly restorative and re-energising. In the words once more of Ashbery’s
Supervielle: “Around me I can plainly see the present year / And yet it seems to
be the first day of the world.”

David Wheatley’s Mocker and A Nest on the Waves are published by Gallery Press.
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